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This conceptual paper discourses the emergence and development of crowdfunding as a step of the broader 
risk capital evolution. In doing so, we call for a more careful discussion about whether crowdfunding is 
the next big thing in risk capital mechanisms or a continuity of risk capital instruments, which matches 
technological regime changes and aligns to economic and social development. Based on a historical 
overview of types of funding, we elaborate that the risk capital market follows an evolutionary rather 
than revolutionary progression, where crowdfunding developed as a continuity of business angel, venture 
capital and microfinance mechanisms. This paper also provides policy implications by discoursing the 
risk capital evolution and highlights the importance of diversification in risk capital institutions to drive 
entrepreneurial activity.
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Jak nowe jest zjawisko finansowana społecznościowego?
Ewolucja kapitału wysokiego ryzyka bez rewolucji -  rozważania
0 zagadnieniach kapitału podwyższonego ryzyka i ich znaczeniu 
dla Polski
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W artykule omówiono powstanie i rozwój zjawiska finansowania społecznościowego jako etapu szerszej 
pojętej ewolucji kapitału podwyższonego ryzyka. Rozważając tę problematykę, autorzy postulują 
dokładniejsze przedyskutowanie kwestii, czy finansowanie to jest kolejnym kamieniem milowym w roz
woju mechanizmów kapitału podwyższonego ryzyka czy też stanowi kontynuację tego rodzaju instru
mentów, która jest zgodna ze zmianami w reżimie technologicznym i zbieżna z rozwojem społeczno- 
gospodarczym. Na podstawie historycznego przeglądu rodzajów finansowania stwierdzono, że rynek 
kapitału podwyższonego ryzyka ulega zmianom ewolucyjnym, a nie rewolucyjnym, a finansowanie 
społecznościowe było kontynuacją takich mechanizmów jak aniołowie biznesu, kapitał wysokiego ryzyka
1 mikrofinanse. W artykule przedstawiono także konsekwencje dla polityki oraz wskazano znaczenie 
dywersyfikacji instytucji dostarczających taki kapitał w stymulowaniu przedsiębiorczości.
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1. Introduction

In recent years crowdfunding, a form of crowdsourced venture capi
tal, has developed into an attractive entrepreneurial risk capital assembly 
mechanism (European Commission 2013a; Harrison 2013). The current 
narrative in academia and the business field celebrates crowdfunding as 
a disruptive innovative venture capital mechanism that is democratising 
capital access (Lehner 2013; Macht and Weatherstone 2014; Rossi 2014). 
Entrepreneurial ventures have started to exploit various crowdfunding mod
els and the industry rapidly grew to over 1,200 crowdfunding platforms 
worldwide, accumulating a global investment volume of $16.2bn in 2014 
(Massolution 2015).

Our paper considers the nature and operation of crowdfunding, arguing 
that instead of being the ‘next big thing’ in the evolution of risk capital, it 
joins the panoply of risk capital sources (including venture capital, angel 
funds, some banking activity, friends and family capital and some peer-to-peer 
lending). This paper argues that in venture capital research the continuity of 
risk capital mechanism is in practice and academia understated, while the 
discontinuity in the risk capital industry appears to be often overstated as 
‘revolutionary new’. Throughout history, specific developments and innova
tion in financing have extended accessibility to opportunities for societies. At 
various times, historical venture capital (VC), business angel (BA) funding 
and recently crowdfunding (CF) have been heralded as the ‘next big thing’ 
in terms of entrepreneurial resource marshalling. However, it appears that 
the fundamental idea of CF has deep conceptual links to historical finance 
concepts. Although we experience increasing academic interest on CF, our 
understanding of its distinctive innovative features and its evolutionary posi
tion within the VC market is limited. Therefore, the purpose of this concep
tual paper is to address some important themes on risk capital to discourse 
whether CF provides a paradigm change or rather an evolutionary progress 
for VC financing. We provide an overview of types of funding and aim to 
illustrate evidence from (a) evolution of funding types and (b) discoursing 
CF as part of the VC market, that the often as new heralded risk capital 
mechanisms become less innovative and more risk averse as they mature.

We relate our arguments to the present position in Poland using three 
thematic issues we derive from entrepreneurship literature: (a) do Polish 
institutions support risk capital; (b) are Polish new ventures likely to inter
nationalise; and (c) are entrepreneurs created by entrepreneurship policy?

2. Risk Capital Evolution
Schumpeter’s (1942) argument that economic progress is the result of 

creative waves of destruction is often reduced to Kondratieff’s (1979) idea 
of technological long waves. This is a mistake (Aydin and Takay 2012;
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Peneder and Resch 2015). Schumpeter continually refers to each wave being 
accompanied by social change. His idea that new modes of consumption 
accompany waves of creative destruction is the central idea of Regulation 
Theory (Boyer and Saillard 2001). Our interest, however, is in Schumpeter’s 
notion that new forms of financing evolve as appropriate to new technolo
gies and organisational forms. Work by evolutionary economists (Nelson 
and Winter 1982; Espring-Andersen 1996) aligns closely with Kuhn’s (1962) 
view of evolutionary scientific progression.

Innovation study has evolved Dosi’s (1982) work on technological para
digms (the early Schumpeterian position) toward a wider Schumpeter-2, 
insisting as Freeman and Soete (1987) do that social and economic factors 
must align. This work gave rise to Freeman and Perez’s (1988) idea of 
systems of innovation at a national level (Rosenberg 1992; Nelson 1993; 
Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1995; Castells 1997). Later developments of the 
idea include work on regional systems of innovation (Cooke, Uranga, and 
Etxebarria 1997; Barnes and Gertler 1999; MacLeod 2001) and sectorial 
systems level (Malerba and Orsenigo 1997; Geels 2004). Recently these 
ideas are linked to work on entrepreneurial clusters (Glaeser, Kerr, and 
Ponzetto 2010) and ecosystems to explain the regional and sectorial pro
duction of knowledge-based start-ups (Spigel 2015).

The point of these institutional perspectives is that as technologies and 
markets change, so too must forms of capital availability and access align. 
Put simply, the car plant can borrow working or investment capital secured 
against assets from banks, or raise equity based on a record of profit-making. 
However, such opportunities are not available to knowledge-based ven
tures without physical assets in their early stages; part of the Stinchcombe’s 
(1965) liability o f newness is that without legitimacy it is difficult to assemble 
resources and without resources it is difficult to create venture legitimacy. 
As Bell and McNamara (1991) classically argue, the new knowledge-based 
venture seeks to raise risk capital in exchange for an opportunity to share 
future earnings.

The evolution of risk capital and its modalities (e.g. VC, BA and CF) is 
inextricably linked to the closing gap between science and technology and 
the associated growth of more knowledge- and service-based products from 
less asset-rich ventures. For example, ‘Airbnb’ is the largest guest accom
modation provider without owning any of the offered assets. A brief look at 
the birth of venture capital illustrates these points. There has always been 
venturesome capital (e.g. Vasco da Gama’s sea voyage around Africa to India 
in 1497 was funded by Prince John and Prince Manuel and returned them 
3,000 times their investment (Thatcher 1907), Alexander Pope’s translation 
of Homer’s Iliad adventures was funded by 750 individuals in 1713 (River 
Campus Libraries 2015)). Although the MacMillan-Gap was identified as 
a supply-side shortage of risk capital for new ventures in 1924 (Stamp 
1931), only in 1946 the French émigré Georges Doriot established the first
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$3.5 million VC firm (American R&D Corporation) to encourage invest
ment in private sectors. In 1958, the US allowed capital gains tax breaks 
and in 1959 relaxed the Prudent Man rule (allowing portfolio rather than 
individual investment evaluation). Burgeoning information and communica
tions technology (ICT) start-ups around Silicon Valley gave birth to VC as 
we know it today (Castells 1994). Whilst large companies were always able 
to fund risk-laded long-term projects, only in the 1960s were VCs able to 
raise significant funds for private equity investment. To thrive, VC need 
institutions such as exit markets (trade sales, IPOs or alternative investment 
markets for private equity) and tax concessions to make returns commensu
rate with risk over a portfolio (Sahlman 1990; Gompers and Lerner 2001).

However, as VC matures there is a tendency towards risk-aversion, id 
est moving away from start-ups and often towards sectorial specialisation 
with larger investments in later stages (Bygrave and Timmons 1992). This 
development creates a funding gap for ventures that seek seed- or early- 
stage investments. Conversely, at the same time provides opportunities for 
new modalities of risk capital to enter the early-stage market segment, 
although, the nature of risk capital remains unaltered: unsecured invest
ment in return for a share of future profit.

For instance, business angel investors defined as ‘high net worth indi
viduals’ who operate in networks to collectivise investments for entrepre
neurial ventures developed to serve the seed- and early-stage risk capital 
market (Ramadani 2009); they are often geographically narrow and prone 
to sectors in which members have expertise and can enjoy being ‘hands-on.’ 
Similar to VC firms they assess and improve business plans and after due 
diligence help construct management teams; similarly, their income whilst 
including fees and dividends, is from capital gain at exit (Mason, Harrison 
and Bothelho 2015).

VCs and BAs are for-profit investors, unlike some emerging crowd- 
funders, who may be reward-based or civic in intentions, id est veering 
towards collective social entrepreneurship. Equity crowd-funders too seek 
capital gains, an emergent area of CF activity, facing the difficulty of agree
ing terms between numerous investors. As Frydrych et al (2014) show, suc
cessful CF pitches interact closely with investors, allowing them to adjust 
business plans, management teams and exit routes.

CF claims to democratise capital assembly (Koning and Model 2013; 
Kim and Hann 2013) and may result in a wider investor footprint than BA 
networks (BANs) or VCs and allow high levels of interactivity between 
investor and investee. Another form of risk capital is peer-to-peer (P2P) 
lending where private lenders offer credits through online marketplaces 
such as ‘Lending Club’ and ‘Prosper’ in the US, and ‘Zopa’, ‘Ratesetter’ 
and ‘Funding Circle’ in the UK. This mechanism further democratise capital 
assembly using online shadow banking platforms as an alternative to more 
risk-averse physical banks that ration credit (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981), seek
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collateral (Bester 1994) and insist on asymmetric information (Stiglitz 2000). 
Online social lending is an electronic version of ‘lending marketplaces’ and 
is a mixture of return and social capital markets and is particularly appro
priate to un-bankable micro-finance projects (Roodman 2012a, 2012b). P2P 
lending disintermediates banks (Hulme and Wright 2006), and may grow to 
become 10% of global lending (Gartner 2008). However, market participants 
may subscribe to new intermediary services (Chircu and Kauffman 2000), 
which could lead to greater not less intermediation (Sen and Kin 2003). 
Thus, with the opportunities derived from ICT, traditional intermediates 
are taken online or alternative service platforms emerge that take over the 
tasks from offline entities; however, do not disrupt processes but rather 
provide continuity innovation in a digitalised context.

3. The Birth and Rise of Crowdfunding
We provide a brief historical overview of some CF antecedents in order to 

discourse the evolutionary process of CF as part of the risk capital market.

3.1. Crowdfunding Antecedents
Extending our perspective beyond online CF activities and the online 

ecosystem which was established in recent years (Massolution 2015), we 
recognise that the phenomenon which is described as CF has strong links 
and origins to the broader field of traditional microfinance (Marom 2013; 
Bruton et al 2015). However, extend research on CF falls short in illus
trating these historical links. For example, the Irish Loan Bank initiated 
an early version of modern microfinance in the 18th century (Hollis and 
Sweetman 2001), by supporting low-income families in rural regions with 
loans: democratising capital access and distribution to groups that were 
excluded from bank finance due to the traditional institutional capital mar
ket requirements. In the 19th century, over 300 different funds existed that 
served around 20% of all Irish households (Hollis and Sweetman 1997).

During the 1970s and 1980s, we experienced the institutionalisation of 
the micro-credit market with the establishment of the Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh. The Bank’s business model is similar to the Irish Loan Bank’s: 
distributing micro-credits to individuals with no asset security background 
to serve traditionally excluded demographics. Over 30,000 women in rural 
areas received micro-credits and often provided seed- and early-stage capital 
that enabled them to pursue entrepreneurial activities (Morduch 1999).

3.2. Crowdfunding
The term ‘crowdfunding’ is coined by Michael Sullivan, founder of fun- 

davlog.com an online social platform for video-blog projects that incorpo
rated simple funding features for listed projects and aimed to operate as 
an incubator for video-blog related projects in 2006 (Villani 2013). Sullivan
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used the term crowdfunding to explain the key idea behind his social plat
form’s business model: “many things are important factors [to initiate and 
develop a project], but funding from the ‘crowd’ is the base of which all 
else depends on and is built on.” (Villani 2013:2).

However, it took until 2008 to experience an increase in popularity and 
adaptation of CF as we know it today. Literature often argues that the 
recent large-scale economic uncertainty has facilitated the development of 
novel, semi-formalised mechanism for financing new ventures. Addition
ally, web-enabled social networking has led to novel approaches to seek 
for prospective stakeholders and to persuade them to become part of an 
entrepreneurial endeavour (Brabham 2008; Kleemann et al. 2008). CF is 
often characterised as a subset of the general concept of crowdsourcing 
(Belleflamme, Lambert and Schwienbacher 2014), which is defined as “the 
act of outsourcing a task to a “crowd”, rather than to a designated “agent” 
in the form of an open call” (Afuah and Tucci 2012:355). Scholars argue 
that the idea to utilise the “crowd” rather than professional “agents” link 
both models. Belleflamme, Lambert and Schwienbacher (2014:588) define 
crowdfunding as “an open call, mostly through the Internet, for the provi
sion of financial resources either in the form of donation or in exchange 
for the future product or some form of reward to support initiatives for 
specific purposes”.

We argue that the term ‘crowdfunding’ has not emerged due to a revo
lutionary approach to raise risk capital, but rather provides a new taxonomy 
for an old capital assembly process: raising capital through a distributed 
heterogeneous group of small or large capital suppliers (who can be inves
tors, customers or supporters). In its central conception, CF as a taxonomy 
describes the process of individuals or organisations to assemble financial 
capital through the exploitation of an affinity based social-network group. 
Specialised online-based crowdfunding platforms (CFPs) are an important 
intermediate that enables CF to thrive for entrepreneurial risk capital assem
bly. While the often as ‘revolutionary’ characterised element of CF is nar
rowed down to the use of online infrastructure, the entrepreneurial process 
of raising socially-embedded capital rather than approaching institutional 
risk capital providers is evidenced in history (refer to examples in Section 
2). Therefore, arguing that CF thrives because of the risk-aversion of risk 
capital institutions that leads to a funding gap falls short in explaining the 
development of CF. It is important to include a broader socio-economic 
perspective (Schumpeter-2) to comprehend the position of crowdfunding 
as an evolutionary continuity of risk capital.

3.3. Rise of Crowdfunding
Risk capital literature too often focuses on traditional finance mecha

nisms such as VC (Yong and Zahra 2012; Landstrom and Mason 2012), 
BA (Harrison et al. 2010; Gregson 2014) and bank finance instruments
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(Colombo and Grilli 2006; Huyghebaert and Van de Gucht 2007). In prac
tice, however, entrepreneurs more recently approach risk capital sources 
that are less ‘traditional’ and more ‘alternative’; highlighting that early-stage 
funding is often acquired from ‘non-traditional’ institutional risk capital 
sources (Eckhardt, Shane and Delmar 2006). For instance, entrepreneurial 
activities more frequently take place online. Entrepreneurs can create ‘vir
tual corporations’ (Tower-Pierce, Gillies and Krolik 2009) that are “based 
on pooling [...] attention and efforts (as opposed to capital), with the goal 
of enabling the contributors to collectively own their joint work product” 
(Johnson 2008). The development of such new organisational forms aligns 
with Schumpeter’s notion that organisations develop in alignment with social 
and technological change. Entrepreneurs exploit online approaches to cre
ate, develop and internationalise their ventures aside of ‘traditional’ risk 
capital markets (Witt and Brachtendorf 2006). Various finance mechanisms 
emerged that use online infrastructures to provide tailored instruments for 
entrepreneurs to monetise upon their knowledge- and service-based products 
(e.g. different CF modalities). These alternative finance mechanisms aim 
to exploit opportunities provided by economic, social and technological 
changes, and form a growing industry that is denoted as Financial Technol
ogy (Fintech) (Baek, Collins and Zhang 2014). While Fintech firms initially 
served niches in finance (e.g. social and civic projects), they now offer 
different finance instruments for the whole spectrum in the risk capital 
market.

Similar as with the VC market during its early developments since 1950s, 
we experience recently that the CF market matures with the development 
of standardised online CFPs. The foundation of several web-enabled CFPs 
in 2008 (e.g. Indiegogo.com) and 2009 (e.g. Kickstarter.com) provide entre
preneurs specific online social-networking platforms, where individuals with 
similar interest and motivations created an affinity network group. Ingram et 
al. (2014:4556) argue that those platforms are at “the heart of crowdfunding” 
and “drive the implementation of the crowdfunding model by building and 
deploying [those] platforms”. CFPs establish an entrepreneurial eco-system 
that aims to standardise entrepreneurial risk capital activities. Thus, CFPs 
create “internet-enabled markets” for risk capital “that enable buyers and 
sellers to exchange information, transact, and perform other activities related 
to the transaction before, during, and after the transaction via an informa
tion infrastructure network and devices connected to the network based on 
Internet protocol” (Varadarajan, Yadav and Shankar 2008:296). Therefore, 
CFPs increasingly take the role of financial intermediates (Lehner 2013) 
and the role of institutional actors within the risk capital market as they 
“initiate changes that contribute to transforming existing, or creating new, 
institutions” (Ingram et al. 2014:4556). However, these developments do 
not align with Freeman, Clark and Soete (1982) definition of disruptive 
innovation that revolutionises the risk capital market.
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It is important to reflect on historical risk capital assembly approaches 
when discussing the ‘newness’ and ‘innovativeness’ of risk capital assembly 
through CF. While the entrepreneurial processes might have been altered 
due to the online mediated context (e.g. visual business pitches and use of 
social media tools to promote investment opportunities), the conceptual 
idea to assemble capital from network agents for potential future return 
on investment is historically rooted. Yet, CF is considered by scholars and 
practitioners to challenge the ‘old’ institutionalised risk capital market as 
it aligns better with current technological (e.g. web-enabled networking), 
socio-cultural (e.g. sharing and DIY culture), and broader financial (e.g. 
social and impact investment) developments (Schumpeter-2). Having said 
that, we experience more continuity between traditional VC and CF as 
the CF market matures. For example, the investment distribution in CF 
appears bi-modally dispersed reducing the democratising capital effect of 
CF (Mollick 2014, Frydrych, Bock and Kinder 2015).

4. Themes and Relevance to Poland
Growth of risk capital is closely associated to the emergence of knowl

edge-intensive businesses, their associated value propositions, business mod
els and exit routes. Invariably, outside of the largest economies, value propo
sitions, business models and exit routes have internationalisation dimensions, 
since most national markets are too small to provide the returns required 
to make risk capital investment viable. Often the originator of the business 
model is not the beneficiary, since ideas are easily imitated. For example, 
the Chinese (natural language) Tencent and Alibaba are akin to Amazon 
and eBay. KD (Kuaidi Dache) and Tencent’s DD (Didi Dache) ubiquitously 
call private taxis in Chinese cities, not Uber. An example from Poland is 
Allegro which is akin to eBay. The local adaptation of international suc
cessful business models is an interesting theme that often is linked to the 
concept of imitators (Shenkar 2010; Luo, Sun and Lu Wang 2011). While 
imitators are able to serve the national market, it is difficult to internation
ally growth as these ventures are based on international upscale business 
models that are adapted to the down-market national context. Nonethe
less, internationalisation is inherent in many risk capital backed ventures. 
The global and the local interact (Castells 1997): new ventures may be 
firmly grounded in local markets and sources of risk capital: successful 
ventures use these roots as a base from which to enter (often digital) global 
markets.

Three big themes emerge from our review of the evolution of risk capital: 
(a) risk capital institutions, (b) internationalisation, and (c) the centrality 
of entrepreneurial activity. Having argued that CF is a stage in the evolu
tion of risk capital, rather than the ‘next big thing,’ there is little reason to 
suppose that further evolution will not occur. From a Polish perspective,
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promoting all modalities of risk capital seems important. In the following, 
we will comment on institutions, entrepreneurial internationalisation and 
Polish policy on entrepreneurship (as opposed to supporting entrepreneurs).

4.1. Polish Risk Capital Market
Policymakers and economist around the world highlight that a critical 

component for entrepreneurial activities (e.g. innovation, venture creation, 
internationalisation and exit) is based on a supportive risk capital frame
work. On the international stage, the development of a VC industry enabled 
new intermediates to enter the risk capital market and supported emerging 
knowledge-based ventures. The OECD (2014) recommends and encourages 
countries to develop strategies to enable capital access for knowledge-based 
ventures. In Poland, traditionally, risk capital is provided by the government 
or government-supported institutions, and informally by private investors 
who usually are linked to the entrepreneur. While globally the VC indus
try developed, Poland experienced an economic boom in the 1990s and 
the capital market was able to endure and develop without differentiated 
instruments such as VC funds. Yet, in other markets the introduction of 
new intermediates, standardised and formalised risk capital, leading to the 
introduction of institutions that serve the risk capital market such as the 
NASDAQ in the US, the secondary market for technology-based ventures 
that allowed VC firms to exit their investments.

However, since 2007, Poland experiences a revitalisation of the risk 
capital market, with increasing support from the European Union and 
Polish government to implement supportive risk capital framework to fos
ter the Polish entrepreneurial industry. The EU provided €67bn out of its 
€278bn “structural fund budget” into Poland to “narrow the development 
disparities among Member States” (Europa 2015). €10bn were allocated to 
support the development of the Polish entrepreneurial industry. However, 
not all of the implemented initiatives had a positive impact on the nation’s 
entrepreneurial eco-system and climate. The Polish Agency for Enterprise 
Development, for instance, provided grants from €5,000-€170,000 with
out following a standardised due diligence practice resulting in flooding 
the market with capital for entrepreneurial activities. While institutions 
were in place to foster entrepreneurship policy (e.g. capital access), the 
implemented programmes missed to develop entrepreneurial activities (e.g. 
innovation and R&D).

Although the Polish risk capital market remains strongly supported by 
the government, the investment amounts might appear small in international 
comparison and the related ‘red tape’ hinders or prevents entrepreneurial 
action. The venture capital market in the Central Eastern European (CEE) 
region is small. The EVCA (2013) reports VC investments in 154 companies 
totalling an investment volume of €66m in 2013. It means in effect that VC 
activity in CEE represents 1.9% of the European venture capital market.
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One reason for the low investment activity is the level of innovation in the 
CEE region. The European Commission, for example, defines Poland as 
a ‘moderate innovative region’, which has innovation performances below 
some of its neighbouring economies and is marginally higher than Bulgaria 
and Romania (Innovation Union Scoreboard 2015).

In terms of BA activity, Poland can be organised in ten regional BANs, 
in which around 15,000 BAs are active (2011). Although these numbers 
sound large, the Polish BA market is still young and only since 2006 experi
enced development due to the accession to the EU. The creation of a BAN 
structure in Poland was financed by EU funds and supported the creation 
of the Association of Business Angels Networks (ABAN) in Poland with 
the aim to support regional cooperation across Poland. Although the BA 
market in Poland appears to have established a similar structure to other 
well-developed BA markets such as in the UK, the main issue is that 
there is low awareness of investment opportunities in private companies. 
Another boundary for BA activity is that there is a lack of fiscal incentives 
for risk capital investments (e.g. no tax breaks). However, the govern
ment counteracts this issue by substantially co-finance Polish BA activities. 
The investment volume per deal varies between 50,000zl and 5 million zl 
(CSES 2012).

However, due to the support to foster entrepreneurial risk capital insti
tutions, Krakow and Warsaw developed into two central entrepreneurial 
hubs in Poland, where additional private risk capital firms established strong 
market presence. In particular, incubators and BANs are strongly estab
lished in these regions, enabling entrepreneurs to access seed-funding from 
€10,000-€20,000. The entrepreneurial community grows in these cities and 
spreads to other regions, including Wroclaw, Poznan and Gdansk, evidenced 
through the emergence of Accelerators, co-working spaces and entrepre
neurial events: all necessary factors to foster an entrepreneurial risk capital 
market. However, while it appears that the Polish entrepreneurial eco-system 
(risk capital institutions) is developing, we identify that not all the required 
parts are in place to compete internationally. For example, the capital mar
ket in Poland lacks the necessary diversity of risk capital forms that enables 
to turn the strong Polish funding support (e.g. EU-funds) into routes that 
transform startups into ‘gazelles’ through growth and internationalisation. 
Therefore, while institutions exist, they are thin and need to be thickened. 
In addition, like in all other markets, diversity of risk capital mechanisms 
needs to be strengthened in Poland in order to serve the national and 
international market. The emergence of institutions such as incubators and 
accelerators are good signs for more diversity and detach entrepreneurs from 
the available EU-funds and traditional finance approaches. However, like 
in other economies too, alternative finance instruments play an increasing 
important role in international markets, including the development of CF 
(Wardrop et al. 2015).
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Several CFPs are operating in Poland, from which the largest are 
Polakpotrafi.pl, beesfund.pl, and wspieram.to (Król 2015). However, the 
CF phenomenon is still in its beginnings in Poland. While the required 
online intermediates exist (CFPs), it appears that necessary regulation and 
legislation changes are impeding the development of CF as a risk capital 
instrument for entrepreneurs (like in other countries too). Further, it is 
important to educate market participants (e.g. entrepreneurs and inves
tors) in order to develop the current entrepreneurial culture in Poland to 
a more collaborative and transparent ecosystem that accepts alternative 
finance instruments as opportunities rather than threats. It is important 
that government bodies and relevant institutions (e.g. research centres 
and academic institutions) educate about the value and stimulate the use 
of alternative finance mechanisms for advancing innovation performance. 
This would allow Poland to be on the forefront in implementing new 
mechanism to attract entrepreneurs and international awareness as well 
through secondary markets, international partnerships and entrepreneurial 
activities.

4.2. Internationalisation of New Ventures
It is important for risk capital markets to illustrate the ability that 

national entrepreneurial ventures can scale internationally in order to 
demonstrate that start-up or later-stage investment can return a multiple 
of the invested capital. Thus, a key question is whether new ventures are 
likely to internationalise and therefore offer opportunities to scale the 
business.

Some of the obstacles for internationalising the Polish entrepreneurial 
industry are the low degree of national and international collaboration 
between science and business (European Commission 2014). Strengthen
ing the collaboration between key stakeholders in the innovation area 
(e.g. universities, R&D centres) and broader business field (e.g. financial 
institutions) would enable to foster the exploitation of national innovations 
(Woodward, Wojnicka and Pander 2012). This would enable to reduce the 
implementation of imitating foreign innovation to the Polish market, which 
makes it difficult to compete in terms of new venture on an international 
stage. The lack of internationalisation opportunities for new ventures also 
hinders the creation of legitimacy of the Polish risk capital market to the 
global audience. The absence of regular large international investment exists 
of national entrepreneurial ventures places the Polish risk capital market 
in the shadow of its western neighbours (EVCA 2013).

Crowdfunding might provide Polish entrepreneurs an alternative way to 
internationalise their business operations and to gain international aware
ness. For example, 113 projects from Poland sought to raise risk capital on 
Kickstarter, a leading US-based reward-based CFP (Kickstarter 2015), from 
which the most funded project raised over $250,000. The entrepreneurial
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exploitation of CF enables Polish entrepreneurs to gain international expo
sure and build a global customer-base. However, we observe a predominant 
presence of Polish video game ventures that are raising capital through 
CF, representing the well-developed video game development industry in 
Poland. Yet, a more diverse composition of entrepreneurial ventures from 
different industries are required to attract international capital inflow and 
to stimulate entrepreneurial activity.

4.3. Centrality of Entrepreneurial Activities
The entrepreneurial climate in Poland is ranked in the lower places 

among the EU25 member states (Eurobarometer 2012). Similar to other 
post-soviet countries, the image of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial activi
ties is predominately a negative one. Furthermore, a high failure rate of 
ventures challenges the stimulation of entrepreneurial activities, particu
larly because entrepreneurs who fail are often not given a second chance. 
Nevertheless, in recent years the national government supported the sup
ply side for entrepreneurs through entrepreneurship policy (e.g. EU-funds 
and capital institutions) and as such created a positive perception about 
the availability of risk capital channels in Poland. Yet, it is crucial to build 
up the demand side and to foster entrepreneurial activities in order to 
unlock greater employment growth and economic competitiveness (Euro
pean Commission 1998).

GEM (2013) reports that entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial activi
ties in Poland have changed positively in the last few years. The nega
tive perception of entrepreneurship dilutes, however, a key challenge is 
to increase the quality of entrepreneurial activities. According to GEM 
(2013), one-third of entrepreneurial activities are necessity driven and only 
around 50% were opportunity-driven activities. The expansion of digital 
commerce provides great opportunities to facilitate national and interna
tional entrepreneurial activities. For example, CF provides entrepreneurs 
a setting to validate nascent business ideas and to internationalise without 
requirements of large up-front investments to move physically. Further, 
CF can provide a setting for educating potential entrepreneurs. In fact, 
developing business plans and testing them through crowdfunding pitches 
is integrated in the curriculum of several international business schools as 
part of entrepreneurship education. To stimulate entrepreneurial activity 
rather than entrepreneurship it is necessary to encourage an entrepreneurial 
culture that is based on innovation and risk-taking. Access to finance cre
ates a critical role to support these principles; however, fostering social and 
cultural aspects to encourage entrepreneurial ambition is important too. 
The underdevelopment of a diversity in risk capital leads to barriers for 
knowledge-based entrepreneurial ventures to enter the market and develop 
internationally. Therefore, while it is expected that more alternative finance 
mechanisms will continue to enter international markets, it is significant to
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target the national risk capital market and encourage the development of 
entrepreneurs rather than entrepreneurship policy (European Commission 
2013b).

5. Conclusion
By discussing the risk capital evolution through a Schumpeterian evo

lutionary perspective, we argue that crowdfunding is not the next “big 
thing” in risk capital supply, but the emergence and development is rather 
a continuity of the capital market development that aligns with economic, 
social and technological changes as exemplified with different examples in 
this paper. We call for a more careful discussion about the ‘newness’ of 
crowdfunding among practitioners and scholars. Second, we expect that 
historically embedded risk capital instruments will continue to evolve to 
align to macro- and micro-economic developments. Third, with reference to 
Schumpeter’s (1942) notion that new financing forms develop as appropri
ate to new technologies and organisational forms we expect more diversity 
of risk capital supply. A progress that is evidenced in recent years through 
the growing introduction of alternative finance mechanisms and Fintech 
firms. The critical factor for a successful national risk capital market com
position is that private and governmental capital supply are complementing 
each other and do not address different investment groups or stages (e.g. 
BANs supply start-ups, VC supply later-stage ventures, and government 
supplies SME). Interaction between ‘traditional’ risk capital providers and 
alternative capital supply instruments are important to foster an overall 
entrepreneurial finance market that stimulates entrepreneurial activities 
and innovation creation.

Our paper also has contributions for entrepreneurship policy. Risk capi
tal institutions must carefully investigate the opportunities of ICT enabled 
approaches to leverage the digitalisation process for weakening uneven 
sectoral and regional capital supply. Further, risk capital institutions must 
be thickened. In other words, the traditional risk capital market is often 
not accessible for nascent entrepreneurs due to time and cost intensive due 
diligence procedures and the requirement to provide secured financial back
ing for investment. Thus, high level of BA and VC investments are required 
to foster entrepreneurial activities. To foster a sophisticated ‘informal’ risk 
capital market it is crucial to put instruments in place that build and sustain 
trust among all stakeholders (e.g. government, investors and entrepreneurs). 
A functional risk capital market will only flourish when (a) all instruments 
are in place to enable diversity of risk capital, (b) the national economy 
fosters innovation and the international commercialisation of innovation, 
and (c) the government stimulates entrepreneurial activity to build up the 
capital demand side (create entrepreneurs), and not limit its activities on 
building up the capital supply side through entrepreneurship policy.
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